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ABSTRACT

Bibliometric analysis can be utilized to
identify the most influential literature and
track the trajectory of the research develop-
ment in a given area. The purpose of this
study is to summarize the top 50 most-cited
landmarks and to examine the recent
advances in the field of sentinel lymph node
imaging. Web of Science (WOS) was searched
to create a database of all English language
scientific journals. This search was then cross-
referenced with a similar search term query 
of Scopus® to identify articles that may have
been missed on the initial search. Articles
were ranked by citation counts and screened
by two independent reviewers. Citations for
the top 50 papers ranged from 2725 to 163
with a median of 240. 10 papers were cited
more than 500 times. The articles were
published between 1993 - 2009 across 23
journals. Our study identifies intellectual
milestones in Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging
(SLNI) research, reflecting on the charac-
teristics and quality of the most highly cited
literature, and provides a list of the most
influential references related to SLNI. 

Keywords: sentinel lymph node, cancer,
imaging, bibliometrics, radioactive tracer,
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study the frequency and patterns of citations
in the literature. Though it is virtually
impossible to evaluate the true value of an
article, citation analysis provides a simple
quantitative technique to estimate the impact
of an article. Citation analysis, which sorts
publications by their impact, influence, and
quality, is an important tool in bibliometric
analyses. The two most widely-used database
for bibliometrics are Thomas Reuter’s Web 
of Science, which provides coverage of 12,000
journals, and Scopus, covering over 22,000
journals and proceeding volumes (1-3). 

Most fields of medicine have published
bibliometric analyses and similarly several
have been published in oncology and
radiology literature (4-11). However, our
literature search did not reveal a bibliometric
analysis of Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging
(SLNI), which is the focus of our manuscript. 

SLNI has emerged as the modality of
choice for staging and sometimes restaging
cancer (12). In the past, primary visualization
techniques localizing the SLN included: 1)
use of vital blue dye or isosulfan blue dye, 
2) use of radioactive tracer, most commonly
technetium 99m sulfur colloid, 3) combina-
tion of blue dye and radioactive tracer, and
4) fluorescence methods using indocyanine
green dye (13-16). More recent developments
including fusion imaging and near-infrared
methods have also been introduced to
visualize sentinel lymph nodes (17,18).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

A database of most-cited papers in the
field of SLN biopsy was generated in June of
2016 using Thomas Reuter’s Web of Science
and Elsevier’s Scopus, which provide access
to over 12,000 and 22,000 journals, respec-
tively. All English-language scientific journals
were included regardless of country of origin,
or electronic availability of article or abstract.

Key search terms included sentinel
lymph node, SLN visualization techniques,
and cancers. Sentinel lymph node search
terms were: “sentinel lymph node,” “SLN,”
and “sentinel node.” SLN visualization tech-
niques search terms were: “Gamma-probe,”
“SPY Elite,” “technetium,” “radiolabeled
colloid,” “radioactive colloid,” “radiocolloid,”
“lymphography,” “blue dye,” “fluorescence,”
and “indocyanine green.” Cancer search
terms were: “cancer,” “neoplasm,” “tumor,”
“epithelioma,” “carcinoma,” “melanoma,”
“metastasis,” and “metastases.” The terms
were combined in the following format:

(Sentinel Lymph Node OR SLN OR 
Sentinel Node) 

AND
(Gamma-probe OR SPY Elite OR technetium
OR radiolabeled colloid OR radioactive colloid

OR radiocolloid OR Lymphography OR
Lymphatic Mapping OR Lymphoscintigraphy

OR Blue Dye OR Fluorescence OR
Indocyanine Green) 

AND
(Carcinoma OR Cancer OR Neoplasm OR
Tumor OR Epithelioma OR Melanoma OR

Metastases OR Metastasis)

The manuscripts, which met our search
criteria, were reviewed for their appropri-
ateness for inclusion by two fellowship
trained and board certified radiologists and
one radiation oncologist. Publications were
included if they described clinical diagnostic
value of SLN biopsy. Papers that focused 
on the long-term morbidity and mortality
following SLN biopsy were excluded.

Additionally, papers that did not relate to
SLN biopsy, explored basic science research,
or those that did not include human subjects
were excluded. Meta-analyses, reviews, and
case reports were also excluded. 

The top 50 publications based on the
above inclusion and exclusion criteria were
compiled into the database. Citation counts
from Scopus, Web of Science (WOS) All
Database, and Web of Science (WOS) Core
Collection were collected and cross-checked.
Final citation counts reported below were
taken from Thomas Reuter’s Web of Science.

Using the method described by Lim et al
(19), we collected the following: article title,
WOS All Database citations, WOS Core
Collection citations, Scopus citations, year,
journal of publication, authors, number of
authors, department affiliation, number of
institutions, country of primary institution,
study type, study design, sample size, imaging
modality, and primary cancers identified.

Continuous variables were reported using
the mean, median, and range. Categorical
variables were summarized by frequency and
percentage. All data were analyzed with
SPSS 20 and presented below. 

RESULTS

The top 50 publications are listed in
Table 1. The publications are ranked first by
total citations, then by citations per year if
two articles had the same number of total
citations.

Citations (Total and Citations Per Year):
The top 50 papers were cited between

163 to 2,725 times, with a median of 240
citations. On a per-year basis, the papers 
were cited between 7 to 109 times with a
median of 16 citations per year. The top three
most-cited papers, identified both by total
citations and by citations per year, were: 
1) “Technical details of intraoperative lym-
phatic mapping for early stage melanoma”
with 2,725 citations and 109 citations per
year, 2) “lymphatic mapping and sentinel
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TABLE 1
Top 50 Most Cited Articles with Total Citations (Web of Science) 

and Citations Per Year, Ranked in Descending Order By Total Citations
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lymphadenectomy for breast-cancer” with
1693 citations and 74 citations per year, 
and 3) “The sentinel node in breast cancer – 
a multicenter validation study” with 1,389
citations and 73 citations per year.

Year of Publication:
The year of publication of top 50 most

cited papers ranged from 1992-2009. Fig. 1
shows a graphical distribution of top-cited
papers. 

Number of Authors: 
Authors per article ranged from 3-17,

and each article had 10 authors on average.

Top authors in the field along with their
institutional affiliation are summarized in
Table 2. 

Country of Origin: 
United States of America is the most

productive country in SLN imaging,
contributing 38 manuscripts.

Journals of Publication:
The 50 most-cited articles were published

in 22 different journals. Table 3 shows 
the journals with two or more publications. 

Additional Descriptors: 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the top 50 most-cited articles in sentinel lymph node imaging by year of publication.

TABLE 2
Top Authors and Their Institution of Affiliation in the Field of Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging
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We also analyzed the manuscripts based
on their study designs, number of affiliated
institutions, departmental affiliation of the
first author, journals by specialty, sample
sizes, type of cancer, and visualization
techniques. This information is summarized
in Table 4.

Literature from 2010-Present:
One limitation of performing a citation-

based bibliometric analysis is that recent
articles may not have accumulated enough
citations to be captured. In our original anal-
ysis, only articles published up to 2009 were
included due to this reason. To analyze the
landmarks in recent literature, we performed
another search using the same methods but
restricting publication year to 2010 and
onwards. The top 20 most-cited articles in
this search are listed in Table 5, and their
characteristics are summarized in Table 6. 

DISCUSSION

In our study, we identified the top 50
landmark publications in SLNI. The top cited
article, by Morton et al, is “technical details
of intraoperative lymphatic mapping for early
stage melanoma,” published in Archives of
Surgery in 1992. This was the first paper that
described the clinical utility of SLN biopsy, 
in which the authors visualized lymphatic
basins using vital blue dye and examined the
histochemical features of biopsied nodes in
clinical stage I melanoma patients (20). 

The second most cited article, by Giuliano 
et al, is “lymphatic mapping and sentinel
lymphadenectomy for breast cancer,”
published in Annals of Surgery, which
utilized isofuran blue dye to compare the
diagnostic accuracy of SLN biopsy to
conventional axillary lymph node dissection
(15). The third most-cited article is “sentinel
node in breast cancer – multicenter validation
study” by Krag et al and published in New
England Journal of Medicine. This article
described the diagnostic parameters associ-
ated with SLN biopsy using technetium 99-m
sulfur colloid (21). The three articles were
also top three most cited articles on a per
year basis. All three articles were published 
in the 1990s, when SLN biopsy began to
replace lymph node dissection as the first-line
modality for diagnosing nodal metastasis in
early cancers. 

Most of the top-cited articles were
published between 1992 and 2000. This indi-
cates the most prolific period for SLN biopsy
was the 1990s, when the procedure was first
described and utilized in the clinical settings.
Annals of Surgery (n=12), Journal of Clinical
Oncology (n=9), Annals of Surgical Oncology
(n=6) were the top three journals that
published the highest counts of most-cited
articles. Most of the articles were published in
oncology (n=16), surgical oncology (n=7), or
surgery (n=19) related journals. Three articles
were published in general medical journals,
and four were published in radiology-related
journals. One article was published in

TABLE 3
Top Journals in Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging and Their Impact Factors
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TABLE 4
Study Design, Sample Size, Number of Affiliated Institutions, Visualization Techniques, 

and Identified Pathologies in Top 50 Most-cited Articles in Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging

Obstetrics and Gynecology. This indicates that
SLN imaging involves cross-specialty collabo-
ration from surgery, surgical oncology,
oncology, and radiology. Each publication
had an average of ten authors and was
affiliated with an average of four institutions,

which indicates the highly collaborative
nature of research in the field. United States
of America (n=38) remains the most
productive country followed by Australia
(n=4), Netherlands (n=3), Japan (n=3), and
Italy (n=2). 
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TABLE 6
Country of Origin, Journal of Publication, Study Design, Sample Size, 

Number of Affiliated Institutions, Visualization Techniques, and Identified Pathologies 
Top 20 Most-cited Articles in Sentinel Lymph Node Imaging from 2010-Present
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Half of the publications included a patient
sample size of more than 100, showing that
large sample size in general was correlated
with success in the field. However, nine of the
articles had a sample size of less than 50.
Most of the study design was prospective,
perhaps because SLN biopsy was not the
standard of treatment in major institutions
when these studies were conducted. There
was also great diversity in the visualization
techniques. It is interesting that authors from
Japan published three of the four studies
using fluorescence techniques. This technique
was first described by Hiratsuka et al for
imaging of gastric lymph nodes in 2001 (22).
Since then, the country has become a leader
in fluorescence imaging. While most of SLN
biopsies were utilized for breast cancer (n=28)
and melanoma (n=14), a significant number
of gynecological (n=4) and gastrointestinal
cancers (n=4) were also described in the
publications. 

A review of literature from 2010-present
shows important trends in the recent
development of sentinel lymph node imaging.
Netherlands (n=7) produced the most highly-
cited articles, followed by United States of
America (n=6), Germany (n=2), and France
(n=2). This suggests that the European
countries are making a greater contribution
to advances in the field than before. In
addition, SLN biopsies are being utilized for
more diverse pathologies. While SLN biopsy
was traditionally used to examine mostly
breast cancer and melanoma, recent literature
shows that the procedure is being increasingly
used for Gynecologic (n=8), Head and Neck
(n=3), and Prostate (n=2) cancers. More
interestingly, the visualization techniques for
SLNI have also evolved. Two recent tech-
niques in highly-cited literature are: 1) fusion
imaging, which combines molecular and
anatomical information, using single-photon
emission computed tomography and computed
tomography, known as SPECT/CT (n=6),
and 2) Near-infrared fluorescence (n=5).
Based on these trends, we predict that fusion
imaging and near-infrared fluorescence will

play an increasing role in sentinel node
imaging, which will aid in the diagnosis of
diverse group of cancer pathologies. One
potential area of development is use of fusion
imaging combining positron emission
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging
(PET/MRI), which may provide superior
assessment of malignant lymph nodes while
reducing radiation exposure.

Limitations: 

Like other bibliometric studies, our study
has limitations. We were interested in studies
that examined the diagnostic value of SLN
biopsy and therefore excluded clinical trials
that examined the survivability and long-term
complications such as the ALMANAC
(Axillary Lymphatic Mapping Against Nodal
Axillary Clearance) Trial. In addition, there
are several limitations with using citation
analysis. We may have underestimated the
true impact of articles when the information
contained in the articles becomes common
knowledge so that the articles themselves are
not cited anymore (23) or journals ask
authors to supply only recent references. This
is known as the obliteration by incorporation
phenomenon. However, because SLN imaging
is a relatively new area of research, we predict
that this factor will not play a significant role.
Another drawback of using citation analysis
is that it doesn’t take into account the impact
of self-citations. Even though previous
research indicates that self-citation may not
play an important role in academic literature
(24), it may play a significant role in our
bibliometric analysis because half of the
articles (n=25) had ten or more authors. 

Furthermore, the citation counts for the
top articles varied between Scopus, Web of
Science and Google Scholar. We decided to
use Web of Science because it was most
consistent with our search criteria. Publica-
tions from earlier years were more likely to
appear in our database because they had
more time since publication and more likeli-
hood to be cited. To adjust for this, we also
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analyzed the publications based on their
citations per year and performed another
search of the literature from 2010 onwards.
Furthermore, having high citation counts
may not necessarily correlate perfectly with
the potential influence of a publication as
new publications which are scarcely-cited
may evolve to play important roles in the
future. Thus, performing another bibliometric
analysis in the near future may help re-
evaluate the impact of recently-published
articles. Despite these limitations, several
studies have shown the validity of using
citation analysis in bibliometric studies (25-29).

CONCLUSION

Examining the top cited articles in the
field of sentinel lymph node imaging (SLNI)
helps clinicians and clinical researchers to
conveniently identify the most influential
literature. Performing a literature search of
the field from 2010 onwards identifies the
trajectory of SLNI as a rapidly expanding
field with increasing clinical importance for
the role it plays in cancer diagnosis and
staging. This provides potential authors with
insight into common factors of success and
may enable us to predict for future trends of
research in this area. 
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